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H I G H L I G H T S  

• LDSA particle size distributions compared between Delhi-NCR and Helsinki. 
• Particles contributing to LDSA were up to five times larger in Delhi-NCR. 
• Size differences indicate different sources and different chemical composition. 
• Results may explain reported discrepancies in PM2.5 toxicity between the cities.  
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A B S T R A C T   

Currently, only the mass of sub 2.5 μm and sub 10 μm particles (PM2.5, PM10) in ambient air is regulated and 
monitored closely, but the same increase in PM2.5 can cause different degrees of health effects in different cities 
(sometimes more harmful effects per unit mass in less polluted cities) (Li et al., 2019). In addition to mass 
concentration, other measurement metrics are needed to connect particle pollution data and health effects. In our 
measurements made in traffic-influenced environments in Helsinki, Finland (a relatively clean city), and Delhi- 
National Capital Region (Delhi-NCR), India (a polluted area), we noted a large difference in the median particle 
size for lung-deposited surface area (LDSA). In Helsinki, the median size was 80 nm, corresponding to soot 
particles emitted from diesel engines. However, the median size increased to 190 nm during a long-range 
transport event of air mass. In Delhi-NCR, surprisingly, the median size was even larger, 410 nm. These larger 
particles were likely to originate from regional sources rather than local traffic. The LDSA to PM2.5 ratio for 
particles in Helsinki was 2–4 times the amount in Delhi-NCR, potentially linked with the higher toxicity of a unit 
of particulate mass in Helsinki.   

1. Introduction 

Particulate matter in urban air is one of the leading causes of 

premature death. Recent studies provide numbers between 3.3 and 4.2 
million excess deaths annually due to ambient air pollution (Lelieveld 
et al., 2015; Cohen et al., 2017). The relationship between PM2.5 and 
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health effects has been thoroughly verified in epidemiological studies 
around the world (e.g. US (Samet et al., 2000), China (Lu et al., 2015; 
Song et al., 2017), Europe (Pelucchi et al., 2009; Lelieveld et al., 2019) 
and India (Balakrishnan et al., 2019)). While most studies and current 
regulations are based on particulate mass concentrations, the relation-
ship between particle mass concentration and health effects differs from 
city to city (Li et al., 2019; Ritchie, 2019). For example, the per unit mass 
death rate caused by outdoor air pollution is 40% higher in Finland than 
in India (Ritchie, 2019). To address this issue, researchers have proposed 
the adoption of additional metrics like particle number concentration (e. 
g. (de Jesus et al., 2019)), surface area concentration (e.g. (Oberdörster, 
1996; Schmid and Stoeger, 2016)), oxidative potential (OP) (Daellen-
bach et al., 2020) and chemical composition (e.g. (Li et al., 2019)). 
These metrics require new measurement techniques, as well as applying 
those techniques in real environments before conclusions can be made 
on their explanatory power. 

The surface area of micro-scale particles has been foreseen as one of 
the main determinants of harmfulness in toxicological studies (Schmid 
and Stoeger, 2016; Oberdörster et al., 2005; Stoeger et al., 2006) and in 
lung functions (Moshammer and Neuberger, 2003). The increase in 
surface area of particles, compared to mass, causes more reactivity be-
tween the inhaled materials and the biological systems, leading to toxic 
effects (Bakand and Hayes, 2016), as well as inflammatory reactions 
(Keller et al., 2014). It should be noted, however, that these studies have 
been conducted with insoluble particles, and the results are likely to 
differ for soluble particles. However, not only is the surface of the par-
ticle the reaction site; toxic vapors released from emission sources can 
condense on surfaces, increasing the harmfulness of particles and even 
turning otherwise innocuous particles into harmful ones. Soluble as well 
as insoluble particles can act as condensation nuclei, so from this 
perspective the surface area of soluble particles can also be relevant 
when considering potential health effects of ambient aerosols. 

The lung-deposited surface area (LDSA) of particles is a metric 
related to the abovementioned harmfulness of particulate surface area, 
defined as the concentration of particle surface area multiplied by a 
deposition function (usually alveolar deposition), which is dependent on 
the particle size. LDSA concentration has been shown to be a health- 
relevant metric in some health assessments (Patel et al., 2018; Agui-
lera et al., 2016). So far, only a few epidemiological studies have been 
published on LDSA and health effects (Patel et al., 2018; Aguilera et al., 
2016; Pañella et al., 2017; Mostafavi et al., 2019; Tran et al., 2020; 
Habre et al., 2018). These studies have reported LDSA as a sensitive 
marker for lung function (Patel et al., 2018; Habre et al., 2018), 
atherosclerosis (Aguilera et al., 2016), cardiovascular mortality (Hennig 
et al., 2018), and asthma (Pañella et al., 2017; Mostafavi et al., 2019; 
Habre et al., 2018) as well as a good indicator of personal exposure in 
different environments (Tran et al., 2020). In a review of mouse and rat 
exposure studies, the delivered dose of particle surface area was the 
most relevant metric for acute lung toxicity, when comparing 
non-soluble spherical nanoparticles of different compositions (Schmid 
and Stoeger, 2016). In principle, LDSA could be used to estimate the 
adverse health effects of particles in ambient air, however, information 
on the LDSA of particles in different environments is currently very 
limited. This makes it impossible to fully understand the contribution of 
ambient particles’ LDSA to diseases and premature deaths. 

Atmospheric transformation processes have a significant role in the 
toxicity of particulate matter. The OP of particles is often used as a proxy 
for measuring the intrinsic toxicity of an aerosol in acellular assays. In 
general, smaller particles have more OP than larger particles, but OP 
also varies spatially (Saffari et al., 2014). A previous study reported that 
organic aerosol from biomass burning and cooking has a larger OP than 
urban background aerosol (Verma et al., 2015). It has also been shown 
that secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formed from gasoline engine 
exhaust has greater OP than primary engine emissions (Lovett et al., 
2019). This suggests that the atmospheric conversion of vehicle exhaust 
emissions may increase OP. However, the mechanism of particulate 

matter (PM) toxicity is not straightforward and various toxicity mech-
anisms have to be considered. While SOA causes adverse health effects 
through inflammation and oxidative stress, it is not effective in causing 
cell death. The health effects of SOA might be mediated through 
increased particle number concentration rather than mass (Gaschen 
et al., 2010). A study by Park et al. (2018) investigated fresh emissions 
from biomass and diesel exhaust, SOA, as well as sulfate and nitrate 
aerosols, and found the long-aged aerosols to be less toxic. This is also 
supported by a previous article studying the effects of long-range 
transport (LRT) episodes in Helsinki (Jalava et al., 2006). It was re-
ported that the inflammatory and cytotoxic potential of the locally 
produced, fresh aerosol was higher than that of LRT aerosols, indicating 
that after several days in the atmosphere, the toxicity of PM decreases. 
Previous measurements of OP in Delhi showed that OP of PM2.5 was 
mainly dependent on SOA (Puthussery et al., 2020); however, OP per 
unit of particulate mass was low, when compared to similar measure-
ments in Illinois, USA, where both SOA and traffic contributed to the OP 
(Puthussery et al., 2018). 

LDSA measurements inherently include deposition into lungs, which 
has not been considered in past toxicological studies. New toxicological 
methods, such as air-liquid interface exposure of cells, can detect the 
effects of the whole aerosol on cell cultures (Aufderheide and Mohr, 
1999; Mülhopt et al., 2016; Ihalainen et al., 2019; Ihantola et al., 2020). 
In these methods, the aerosol sample is directed to cells and thereafter 
toxicological endpoints can be measured and correlated to aerosol 
properties, including surface area. However, this methodology needs to 
be further evaluated to build a direct link to adverse health effects. 

Only a few previous studies report the total LDSA concentrations 
measured in cities. For example, during a long-term measurement in a 
street canyon in Helsinki, the total LDSA was found to be 22 μm2cm− 3 on 
average (Kuula et al., 2020). A study in Barcelona reported a mean of 37 
μm2cm− 3, and determined that particles between 50 and 200 nm 
contributed the most (Reche et al., 2015). There is a single previous 
study which reports on LDSA size distributions in various locations in 
Helsinki, Finland (Kuuluvainen et al., 2016). The highest particle mode 
at traffic sites was at around 100 nm, corresponding to fresh vehicle 
emissions (Kittelson, 1998), while a residential suburban area had the 
highest mode at 200–300 nm. 

In this study, we employed a recently developed method to measure 
LDSA as a function of particle size over a large size range of particles 
(Lepistö et al., 2020). Measurements were conducted at two contrasting 
measurement sites: Helsinki, Finland and Delhi-NCR, India. Both mea-
surement sites were in the immediate vicinity of busy roads with similar 
traffic rates. Our main aim was to characterize the differences in LDSA 
size distributions between the relatively clean traffic environment 
(Helsinki) and the very polluted traffic environment (Delhi-NCR). 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Measurement locations 

This study consisted of two measurement campaigns that were both 
conducted in roadside environments, the first in Delhi-NCR, India, and 
the second in Helsinki, Finland. The exact locations of the measurement 
sites are shown in Fig. 1. In Helsinki, we were able to use an existing 
long-term measurement site, and in Delhi-NCR we used a mobile labo-
ratory to house the instruments close to the road. 

Helsinki is a coastal city in the Southern region of Finland, north of 
the Baltic sea with a population of 650 000 (Population, 2019). The air 
quality in Helsinki is relatively good on average (Pohjola et al., 2002; 
Virtanen et al., 2006; Pirjola et al., 2017). In 2019, the PM2.5 concen-
tration did not exceed WHO guidelines (yearly average below 10 μg/m3) 
at any of 11 measurement locations (Korhonen et al., 2020). The Hel-
sinki measurements were conducted at the HSY supersite (60◦11′N, 
24◦57′E), operated by Helsinki Region Environmental Services Author-
ity (HSY). The supersite was on the south-west side of the road, which 
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has three lanes going both ways, separated by trees, and a tram-railway 
in between. The surroundings are described in more detail in Kuulu-
vainen et al. (2018). Our study was conducted during a rather warm 
period (temperatures between 10 and 20 ◦C) in the beginning of 
September 2019. During that time, the most significant local particle 
source was traffic of the closest road, with 1167 vehicles/hour, 10% of 
which were heavy-duty (information from City of Helsinki). 

The measurement site in India was in Gwal Pahari, on the south 
border of Delhi-NCR (28◦43′N, 77◦15′E), along a busy road with two 
lanes in both directions. The measurements were conducted during 
November and December of 2018. The ambient temperature varied 
between 8 ◦C to 20 ◦C during the period. The area is located approxi-
mately 20 km southward from the center of Delhi, which is one of the 
largest cities in the world, with an estimated population of 29 million in 
2018 (Delhi and India Population, 2019). It is in the Indo-Gangetic Plain 
in northern India. Many studies report on the air quality and meteo-
rology in the area (Nair et al., 2007; Hyvärinen et al., 2010; Tiwari et al., 
2013; Joshi et al., 2016). PM2.5 pollution is usually high (Raatikainen 
et al., 2014), especially during the winter (for example, the average 
PM2.5 measured in 2011 was over 300 μg/m3 for December) (Tiwari 
et al., 2013). Deaths due to poor air quality in India have been increasing 
between 1998 and 2015, especially in North India (Jia et al., 2020). The 
diurnal variation during winter is affected by the planetary boundary 
layer, which heightens during the day, leading to the dilution of 
polluting components (Nair et al., 2007; Hyvärinen et al., 2010; Tiwari 
et al., 2013). To the north-east of the measurement site there was a golf 
course and a green area, and in the south-west direction a road con-
necting Gurugram and Faridabad. Across the road was a busy street. The 
average traffic rate was 843 vehicles/hour and 7.5% of those were 
heavy-duty. The traffic count was done in March 2019 (spring after the 
measurement campaign) by hand and was limited to daytime traffic. 

In Helsinki, the campaign instruments were housed next to a per-
manent measurement site, inside a shipping container. The sampled air 
came from inlets through the container roof, at a height of about 2.5 m. 
In Delhi NCR, instruments were housed in a mobile measurement lab-
oratory. Again, the inlet was through the roof of the van, at a height of 
approximately 2.5 m. Due to the highly polluted air in Delhi NCR, we 
used a PM2.5 impactor inlet to remove coarse particles and avoid clog-
ging instruments. In all the presented results, the size distribution data 
has been limited to 2.5 μm from both measurement sites. 

2.2. Instrumentation 

Measurements in both locations used the same instrumentation: an 
ELPI+ (Electrical Low Pressure Impactor (Keskinen et al., 1992; Mar-
jamäki et al., 2000; Järvinen et al., 2014), Dekati) to measure particle 
size distributions, a Quadrupole-ACSM or ToF-ACSM (Time-of-Flight 
Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor (Fröhlich et al., 2013), Aerodyne 
Research Inc.) to measure particle chemistry and an aethalometer 
(Magee Scientific, type AE31) for particle light absorption and black 
carbon. Both sites also had instrumentation for measuring basic mete-
orological data (data presented in Fig. S1 and Fig. S2). For Helsinki we 
have also included data from a nearby weather station (Pasila, mea-
surement from a rooftop at 53 m above ground), as wind direction and 
speed below building height are influenced by the canyon geometry and 
passing traffic. Detailed information on each instrument is included in 
the Supplementary material. 

2.3. Calculating LDSA 

LDSA is the particle surface area multiplied by a size-dependent 
deposition function describing the efficiency of deposition into the 

Fig. 1. Measurement locations marked with a black dot in Delhi-NCR (top) and Helsinki (bottom).  
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alveolar region. Most often the deposition function used is based on data 
from an ICRP (International Commission on Radiological Protection) 
model (Human respiratory tract m, 1994) which has been formulated 
into an empirical equation by Hinds (1999). The current from particles 
in the size range 30 nm–300 nm charged by a diffusion charger have a 
roughly linear relationship with LDSA, and this relationship is used in 
some sensor-type aerosol measurement devices (Fierz et al., 2014). 
Because the ELPI+ separates particles into bins based on their aero-
dynamic size, it can be used to transform the current of 
diffusion-charged particles into LDSA for a much larger particle size 
range. Instead of using just one coefficient, a coefficient can be applied 
to each impactor stage separately. The coefficients used in this paper use 
the method reported by Lepistö et al. (2020). The stage-specific values 
for three different effective densities of particles are presented in 
Table 1. Unit density is used in this article, excluding one section where 
the dependency of LDSA distributions on effective density is examined. 

For data analysis of Delhi-NCR measurements we chose the most 
reliable ELPI+ data from our measurements, the first 48 h after cleaning 
the instrument. Because the ELPI+ collects particles, the accumulation 
of particles can change the response functions. This can be seen in 
Fig. S3, which shows the full measurement data from Delhi-NCR. We 
used greased aluminum foils for particle collection and, to extend the 
measurement period between instrument maintenance, the sample was 
diluted with clean air using one-to-one dilution ratio. In future long- 
term measurements in polluted areas, sintered collection plates could 
make maintenance-free measurement periods longer. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. LDSA concentrations 

Fig. 2 shows the time resolved particle LDSA size distributions from 
the measurement locations in Delhi-NCR and Helsinki. The variation in 
LDSA concentrations was significant in both locations; however, it 
should be noted that, overall, the average LDSA concentrations were 
more than ten times higher in Delhi-NCR (329 ± 127 μm2/cm3) than in 
Helsinki (27 ± 15 μm2/cm3) and much larger than LDSA concentrations 
observed in previous ambient studies (Cheristanidis et al., 2020). 

Although the LDSA concentrations in Helsinki were relatively low, 
an increase in LDSA concentration and mean LDSA size (Fig. 2 and 
Fig. 3) was observed between September 9th to 11th. During this period, 
PM mass and sulfate concentrations (Fig. S4, Fig. S5, Fig. S6) were also 
higher than usual. This coincided with an LRT pollution episode in 
Helsinki, confirmed by PM2.5 increases also observed in background 
stations. Based on air mass trajectories, the pollution during the LRT 
period originated from central Europe and Russia (Fig. S7). Several LRT 
episodes are observed in Helsinki every year and their contribution to 
particulate mass concentrations of ambient air can be substantial (Niemi 
et al., 2009). Compared to this study, earlier studies (Timonen et al., 
2008; Teinilä et al., 2019) have reported relatively similar changes in 
PM mass, composition and size distribution during LRT episodes. In this 
study, the LRT episode affected the data interpretation and presentation 
so that we divided the measurement period in Helsinki to two parts, one 
describing the situation dominated by local sources (later referred to as 
Helsinki Local) and the other describing the situation when the air 
quality was significantly affected by LRT aerosol (later referred to as 
Helsinki LRT). 

The mean, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation of hourly 
averaged values for PM2.5, LDSA, and mass concentration measured in 
Delhi-NCR and Helsinki are presented in Table 2, together with black 
carbon (BC) concentrations. The total BC time series are presented in 
Fig. S8. For the measurements in Helsinki, values are presented sepa-
rately for Helsinki Local and Helsinki LRT. Although both measurements 
were made in roadside environments with relatively similar traffic rates 
on the adjacent roads (1167 vehicles/hour in Helsinki and 843 vehicles/ 
hour in Delhi-NCR), extremely large differences were seen in LDSA 
concentrations. While the mean LDSA concentration in Helsinki was 27 
μm2/cm3 and 40 μm2/cm3 during Helsinki Local and Helsinki LRT, 
respectively, the mean LDSA concentration in Delhi-NCR was 329 μm2/ 
cm3. Regarding the variation of the LDSA concentrations, even the 
minimum hourly averaged LDSA concentration in Delhi-NCR (114 μm2/ 
cm3) was larger than the mean LDSA concentrations in Helsinki. These 
differences were linked to concentrations of PM2.5 and BC, which were 
also significantly higher in Delhi-NCR. 

In addition to total LDSA concentrations, Table 2 shows the mean 
LDSA concentrations separately for particle size ranges of 10–30 nm, 
30–150 nm and 150 nm - 2.5 μm. In this paper we will also use the terms 
nucleation, soot and accumulation mode for these three size ranges, as 
those modes can be seen in the size distributions (Fig. 3). Based on the 
numbers in Table 2, there were large differences in how different par-
ticle size ranges contributed to total LDSA. In Delhi-NCR, 78% of the 
total LDSA concentrations was from the largest size range (150 nm - 2.5 
μm), whereas in Helsinki LRT data the contributions of size ranges 
30–150 nm and 150 nm - 2.5 μm were more equal (38% and 50% of the 
total LDSA concentration, respectively). Furthermore, in Helsinki Local 
the dominating size range was 30–150 nm with 59% contribution to the 
total LDSA of ambient particles. Importantly, the variation of contri-
butions of different particle size ranges led to differences in the LDSA to 
PM2.5 ratio, which varied from 1.2 μm2m3/cm3μg in Delhi-NCR to 2.1 in 
Helsinki LRT and 4.5 in Helsinki Local. 

The diurnal variation of the LDSA was different in the studied loca-
tions (Fig. S9); while in Helsinki no clear trend was observable, in Delhi- 
NCR the lowest LDSA concentrations were repeatably observed between 
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. The same day-night variation has been observed in 
previous studies on particle mass concentrations during wintertime in 
Delhi-NCR and is likely a result of the aerosol diluting due to the plan-
etary boundary layer heightening (Raatikainen et al., 2014; Hooda et al., 
2016; Wang et al., 2020). 

3.2. Comparison of particle number, mass and LDSA size distributions 

Fig. 3 shows the average particle size distributions for particle 
number (left), lung-deposited surface area (middle) and particle mass 
(right) for Delhi-NCR, Helsinki Local and Helsinki LRT. In the Helsinki 
data, the LRT episode is separated as it clearly represents a different PM 
source, and the size distributions for the LRT episode are different from 
the local distribution for each metric, and especially for LDSA. 

The observed particle number concentrations and size distributions 
for Helsinki and Delhi-NCR were relatively similar, with a maximum 
concentration in nucleation mode particles, and a smaller peak in soot 
mode particles. However, larger differences were observed for LDSA and 
mass size distributions. For Helsinki (local) the LDSA maximum was in 
the soot mode (median particle size 80 nm) and in Delhi-NCR in the 
accumulation mode (median particle size 410 nm). The maximum in PM 

Table 1 
Stage-specific coefficients used to calculate LDSA from current in the ELPI+ instrument.    

Stage 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

ρ (g/cm3) 0.7 0.030 0.049 0.051 0.042 0.032 0.032 0.049 0.091 0.174 0.268 0.317 0.308 0.283 0.226 
1.0 0.020 0.042 0.052 0.048 0.037 0.031 0.041 0.077 0.150 0.245 0.290 0.282 0.240 0.192 
1.5 0.011 0.032 0.048 0.052 0.044 0.033 0.035 0.062 0.125 0.218 0.262 0.255 0.214 0.159  
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Fig. 2. LDSA size distributions for the measured 
time periods in Delhi-NCR and Helsinki, aver-
aged minutely. Note the order of magnitude dif-
ference in the scales of the color bars. The Delhi- 
NCR time series here is relatively short but it is 
representative of the observed overall concen-
trations in Delhi-NCR during wintertime. Due to 
the gradual instrument overloading in the Delhi- 
NCR measurements, a full hourly averaged time 
series for LDSA is shown only in Fig. S3. The 
vertical red lines in the lower panel show the 
duration of the LRT episode.   

Fig. 3. Average particle size distributions for number, LDSA and mass concentrations. In the upper panel, the size distributions are normalized by dividing by the 
maximum value, and in the lower panel the absolute concentrations are shown. Each column represents a different moment of the distribution (number, LDSA and 
mass). The x-axis has been divided into three particle size bins, representing the nucleation, soot, and accumulation mode particles. For tracheobronchial and head 
airway deposition-weighted surface areas see Fig. S10. 

Table 2 
Mean, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation of hourly averaged values for PM2.5, LDSA, and BC measured in Delhi-NCR and Helsinki.   

Delhi-NCR Helsinki Local Helsinki LRT 

Mean Min Max Std Mean Min Max Std Mean Min Max Std 

PM2.5 (μg/m3) 268 81 607 114 6 1 18 3 19 7 30 6 
LDSA (μm2/cm3) 329 114 737 137 27 9 82 15 40 17 146 20 
LDSA 150 nm - 2.5 μm (μm2/cm3) 257 85 581 108 6 0 21 4 20 8 33 6 
LDSA 30 nm–150 nm (μm2/cm3) 60 13 178 40 16 3 65 11 15 7 92 13 
LDSA 10 nm–30 nm (μm2/cm3) 12 1 34 8 5 1 18 4 4 1 21 4 
LDSA/PM2.5 (μm2m3/cm3μg) 1.2    4.5    2.1    
BC (μg/m3) 15.1 2.6 42.6 9.0 1.1 0.0 16.7 1.7 1.4 0.0 8.1 1.2  
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mass size distributions were in the accumulation mode both cases; 
however, the median particle size for Delhi-NCR was slightly larger 
(580 nm in Delhi-NCR compared to 280 nm in Helsinki). During the LRT 
episode, the LDSA size distribution in Helsinki became bimodal: in 
addition to the soot mode particles, an accumulation mode clearly 
appeared in the LDSA size distribution. This larger mode during the LRT 
episode was in a similar size range to the accumulation particle mode of 
the LDSA size distribution observed in Delhi-NCR. The particle size 
distributions for number, LDSA and mass in Helsinki are relatively 
similar to size distributions previously measured in Helsinki traffic en-
vironments (Kuuluvainen et al., 2016; Enroth et al., 2016). Indications 
of a bimodal LDSA size distribution during the LRT period have been 
seen in a previous study (Pirjola et al., 2017), but here the shape is very 
clear. 

The side-by-side comparison of the different particle size distribu-
tions in Fig. 3 highlights the dependency of measurement results on the 
chosen metric. The number distribution emphasizes the small particles, 
and the mass distribution emphasizes the large particles. The LDSA 
distribution falls somewhere in between and shows the largest differ-
ence between the two measurement sites. 

In the Delhi-NCR results, the LDSA concentration in the soot mode, 
representing local and fresh emissions of traffic (see e.g. (Rönkkö and 
Timonen, 2019)), was small in comparison to accumulation mode par-
ticle concentrations, which typically represents more aged particles, 
grown by condensation and coagulation, or originating from biomass 
combustion. In contrast, the accumulation mode particle concentration 
for LDSA was very small in Helsinki when the particles were from local 
sources; however, during the LRT event the soot mode and accumulation 
mode particle concentrations were approximately equal. Somewhat 
surprisingly, Delhi-NCR only had approximately twice the number 
concentration of sub 30 nm particles compared to Helsinki, partially due 
to the prevalence of condensation sinks in ambient air (i.e. vapors 
condense onto previous particles, rather than going through nucleation) 
and the similar amount of vehicles, which are a major source of 
nano-sized particles (Rönkkö et al., 2017). These smallest particles from 
nearby sources were therefore not the key factor for differences in the 
pollution levels of the studied environments during our measurement 
period. 

Fig. 4 shows the LDSA versus mass concentration for particles in the 
above-mentioned three particle size groups (10–30 nm, 30–150 nm, and 
150 nm - 2.5 μm), along with best-fit lines. In Delhi-NCR, the total LDSA 
and mass concentrations of particles are highly correlated (R2 = 0.81) 
with close to a 1-to-1 ratio; thus, using either metric would yield the 
same result, i.e., a doubling of particle mass also doubles the LDSA 
concentration. In Helsinki local, there was almost no correlation be-
tween the PM2.5 and total LDSA concentration—an increase in particle 
mass concentration can have almost no effect on total LDSA or vice 
versa. 

As seen in Fig. 4, the slopes of correlation plots differ significantly 
between the measurement sites and between the chosen particle size 
ranges. In general, in Helsinki the increase of PM2.5 causes a much larger 
relative increase of total LDSA than in Delhi-NCR; the slopes of the 
correlation plots between the total LDSA and PM2.5 were 1.2 in Delhi- 
NCR, 2.0 in Helsinki LRT, and 3.4 in Helsinki Local. These values 
clearly demonstrate the differences between the studied environments, 
and they can explain why the ambient PM2.5 has been observed to be 
more dangerous for human health in Helsinki than in Delhi (Ritchie, 
2019). Furthermore, this result demonstrates that the monitoring of 
ambient particle LDSA and especially the particle LDSA size distribu-
tions could significantly improve the explanatory power of air quality 
monitoring regarding the harmful effects of particulate pollution on 
human health. For instance, the effect of LRT events on health in Hel-
sinki may therefore be less severe than one might expect by simply 
observing an increase in particle mass concentration. 

In addition to concentrations and lung-deposition efficiencies of the 
particles, the health impacts of the particles likely depend on the 
physical and chemical characteristics of the particles. These character-
istics can vary significantly as a function of particle size and depend on 
the prevailing particle sources, and they likely affect the toxicity and e.g. 
the above-mentioned oxidative potential of the particles. Fig. 5 sum-
marizes how the results of this study relate to particle composition and 
sources in an urban traffic environment. In the Figure, the LDSA and 
mass size distribution modes measured in our study are represented by 
the horizontal bars at the bottom part of the figure, showing that the soot 
mode size range dominate the LDSA in Helsinki but the accumulation 
mode size range dominates the LDSA in Delhi-NCR and, in addition, that 

Fig. 4. Correlation plots of LDSA vs mass concentration for different particle size bins. The different colors represent the different size groups, and a best fit line has 
been calculated for each group, equations listed in the legend. Note the different axes used in the subfigures. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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the accumulation mode size range dominates the particulate mass con-
centrations both in Helsinki and in Delhi-NCR. These size ranges, i.e., 
the nucleation mode size range, soot mode size range and the accumu-
lation mode size range, are shown in the figure as separate parts, 
overlaid with the bi-modal alveolar lung-deposition curve. The 
Figure also shows the different particle types dominating each size 
range. The first size range (<30 nm) is dominated by nucleation mode 
particles from precursor gases or tiny solid particles emitted directly 
from engines (Rönkkö et al., 2017). The second size range is affected 
mainly by freshly emitted soot agglomerates from combustion. This soot 
can be coated with harmful substances, such as oxidative species or 
polycyclic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (Biswas et al., 2009; Surawski et al., 
2011). The largest particles, referred to here as the accumulation mode 
particles, consist typically of more aged particles, which can originate 
from distant sources, and e.g. biomass burning can contribute their 
concentrations (Tissari, 2008; Obaidullah et al., 2012). Some road dust 
can also be found in this size range (Zhao et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2005). 
Due to their different physical and chemical characteristic, particles in 
different size ranges can have different effects on human health, which 
should also be taken into account in air pollution monitoring and 
pollution mitigation actions. 

3.3. Sources of uncertainty in the LDSA results 

In this study, we assumed particles to be spherical with unit density, 
and to not grow due to hygroscopicity when entering the lungs. These 
assumptions were required to conduct the analyses above, but they led 
to some uncertainties in the results, as discussed below. 

Many studies report on the effective densities of urban ambient 
particles, for example, a study at a Helsinki traffic site gives soot mode 
particles an effective density of 1.5 g/cm3 in the summertime (Virtanen 
et al., 2006). Another study conducted at a street canyon in Copenhagen 
(Rissler et al., 2014) found 75 nm particles grouped into two categories 
of effective density: approximately 1 g/cm3 and 1.5 g/cm3, with the 
higher density particles identified as LRT aerosol, and the lower density 
as locally emitted soot. In the same study, particles sized 350 nm 

contained some very low-density soot agglomerates (0.3 g/cm3) but 
were mostly LRT aerosol with a density close to 1.5 g/cm3. Considering 
these previous studies, perhaps a density between 1.0 and 1.5 g/cm3 is 
closer to the true mean densities of the ambient aerosols studied here. To 
examine the effects of density on the LDSA distribution, we calculated 
two additional distributions for the Delhi-NCR, Helsinki Local and 
Helsinki LRT data sets (Fig. S11). Assuming a higher density decreased 
the LDSA of accumulation mode particles, while increasing the LDSA of 
soot mode particles. Overall, increasing the effective density from 1.0 to 
1.5 g/cm3 did not significantly affect the total LDSA, but the relative 
importance of local emissions increased. 

Highly fractal particles have a larger surface area than corresponding 
spherical particles, but they are also charged more efficiently by the 
diffusion charger in the ELPI+ (Ouf and Sillon, 2009)—in that sense the 
surface area is expected to be somewhat accurately represented. From a 
deposition perspective, a fractal particle is less likely to deposit by 
impaction, but more likely to deposit by diffusion than its counterpart 
sphere of equal mobility. In a previous study, the relative standard error 
for soot particle deposition was 1.2–3.8% when taking into account 
uncertainties in both shape and effective density (Vu et al., 2018). 

Hygroscopicity determines how much a particle grows due to water 
uptake in a humid environment. Lungs have high humidity, and thus the 
hygroscopicity of particles is important in determining their lung- 
deposition fraction. Vehicle exhaust particles are mostly hydrophobic 
(Henning et al., 2012), but accumulation mode particles can be hygro-
scopic (Swietlicki et al., 2008). In our study, the effect of including 
hygroscopicity into calculations would likely be to increase the fraction 
of depositing accumulation mode particles in both Helsinki (LRT period) 
and Delhi-NCR, assuming that the soot mode particles are hydrophobic. 

Finally, as was noted in the introduction, particle surface area has 
been shown to be a health-relevant metric for insoluble particles, but 
studies with soluble particles have not yet been conducted. Typically, in 
the ambient atmosphere approximately 30–60% of submicron particu-
late matter consist of organic compounds, 30–40% of inorganic ions and 
5–20% of black carbon, depending on the particle sources and aging 
stage of particles (e.g. (Jimenez et al., 2009; Gani et al., 2019; Barreira 
et al., 2020)). Black carbon is water insoluble, approximately 50% of 
organic mass is water-soluble (e.g. (Timonen et al., 2010)) and inorganic 
ions are mostly water-soluble. Thus, the ambient aerosol contains both 
insoluble and soluble compounds forming as a complex internally and 
externally mixed aerosol. Due to that, results for ambient aerosol cannot 
be directly compared to laboratory studies made with purely water 
insoluble particles, when evaluating the potential health effects of the 
studied aerosols. 

4. Conclusions 

In this study, we conducted experiments in a relatively clean traffic 
environment and in a highly polluted traffic environment, i.e., in Hel-
sinki and in Delhi-NCR. We focused the experiments on the lung- 
depositing surface area (LDSA) of ambient particles, aiming to under-
stand the differences in LDSA concentrations and size distributions be-
tween the measurement sites. We observed vast differences in LDSA, 
both in the LDSA concentrations and in particles’ LDSA size distribu-
tions. The LDSA of particles in Helsinki was mostly in the size range of 
the freshly emitted soot particles, but during the LRT event a second 
mode appeared in the larger particles. In Delhi-NCR, only a small frac-
tion of the LDSA came from freshly emitted particles, but for most of the 
measurement period the larger, aged particles contributed an over-
whelming majority of the LDSA, despite the lower lung deposition 
probability of larger particles (Fig. 5). Additionally, The LDSA to mass 
ratio of particles was significantly smaller in Delhi-NCR than in Helsinki, 
which may be one reason for the previously observed location-based 
differences in toxicity of ambient particulate matter (Li et al., 2019; 
Ritchie, 2019). 

Our study indicates that if health effects of particulate pollution were 

Fig. 5. Schematic of traffic environment particle types in different sizes and 
their lung-deposition probability. The blue lung-deposition curve shows that 
small particles have the highest lung deposition probability, but deposition 
probability increases again around 1 μm. The largest surface area of lung- 
depositing particles in Helsinki (Local) belongs to the medium particle size 
range (30–150 nm), while in Delhi NCR the largest LDSA of particles belongs to 
the largest particle size range (150 nm–2.5 μm), these are shown by the lighter 
color intensity in the LDSA strip towards the bottom. (For interpretation of the 
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web 
version of this article.) 
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estimated based on PM mass only, they would be significantly different 
than if information on particle number and LDSA size distributions are 
considered, and further, the largest differences in this study were 
observed specifically in the LDSA distributions. 

Here, we presented the first measured evidence that the size of lung- 
deposited particles differs on average by a factor of five between clean 
and polluted traffic environments. This implies that particle sources and 
expected health implications are different as well. Further toxicological 
and epidemiological studies along with long-term LDSA measurement 
data in several locations across the globe are needed to establish the 
detailed relationship between health and LDSA. 
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